
Grade 4 Learning from Home Task Board
Tuesday 21st April

Hi Grade 4s,
Here are the tasks for you to complete at home today. You can use your iPad for some of these tasks but remember it’s important to practice your handwriting skills by 

writing on paper too. If you can, you may upload your work or a photo of your work to your personal Google Drive folder. 
Thank you

Reading - 30 minutes
Please do not complete this lesson if you are joining the WebEx today at 

11:30am - we will complete this together during that time.

Writing - 30 minutes

Learning 
Intention:

To explore the features of nonfiction texts. Learning 
Intention:

To use new and challenging words in my writing

Success 
Criteria:

I am successful when I can:
❏ identify the features of a news article.
❏ explain the purpose of a news article.

Success 
Criteria:

I am successful when I can:
❏ identify new or challenging words in my reading
❏ use these words to create a sentence 
❏ use the code sheet to spell my words

Task: Today, you are going to be exploring the features of a news article. 
Remember, when we talk about features, we are looking at the way an 
author organises information that isn’t part of the main text. For 
example: subheadings, captions, diagrams, contents pages and 
glossaries.

Scan the QR code below and choose any 
article on the Kids News website. Read 
the article first and then take a 
screenshot of the first part of the 
article. Using an app like Pic Collage, 
label at least THREE features you notice.

After finishing the task, complete 
Independent Reading with a free choice text for at least 15 minutes. 
Record your reading in your diary.                  QR: Kids News Website

Task: Today you are to choose 5 words from a book that you’re reading that 
are challenging to spell or new to you. 

You must then put the words into sentences using the code pictures 
below. (attached as a resource)
To do this you must spell out each word carefully and make sure you 
check the code picture for each letter. 
There is an example at the bottom of the code page. 

After you have completed your sentences you may like to give them to 



a member of your family and see if they can decode what your 
sentences say. 

Completed:
❏

Completed:
❏

Numeracy - 30 minutes Personal, Social and Active Learning - 45 minutes
Learning 

Intention:
To revise the features of 3D shapes Learning 

Intention:
To reflect on the skills we need when working independently or in a 
group

Success 
Criteria:

I am successful when I can:
❏ I can identify the features of 3D shapes

Success 
Criteria:

I am successful when I can:
❏ identify independent and group tasks
❏ explain the skills I need to be successful 

1. Warm Up:

2. Task:

Warm Up: Select an activity from Grade 4 Automatic Recall 
Choice Board. Practise your multiplication facts

Task:
Today, you will be completing an assigned task on 3D Shapes - 
Faces, Edges and Vertices on Mathletics.

Task: When working in a group or independently, there are skills we need to 
show in order to be successful!

Brainstorm tasks you complete at home or at school that require you 
to work independently and in a group. Record your answers in a table.
For example:

Independent Tasks: Group Tasks:

Independent reading P.R.E activities

Cleaning my room Playing basketball with my team

After brainstorming, think of the skills you need to be successful to 
complete these tasks.

For example, if you’re working in a P.R.E group you need to show good 
listening skills. If you’re independently reading, you need to stay 
focused on your book!

Have a go at creating a poster that shows the skills you need to 
complete all the tasks you brainstormed. Remember you need to 
explain the skill you need to be successful.

Completed: Completed:




